


Foodit Carering was born from a passion for food, which we believe to be an expression of culture and life.
Good cuisine, whether it is Mediterranean, Asian or Vegetarian, makes each event unique and this is what we love doing 
at Foodit Catering.

Thanks to our chefs and support team, we offer a complete catering service experience or private chefs, waiters, bartenders 
and housekeepers for any kind of private or business event and we can also provide equipment to set up and decorate 
tables and buffets.

We can also help you look for the perfect location for specific kinds of events and provide all the related services thanks to 
our partnership network.

Our Service

Life is a combination of magic and pasta
(Federico Fellini)



Each Event is Unique
We cater for weddings, themed parties, birthdays, holy communions, baptisms, business events, private dinners and 
delicious breakfasts with a wide range of food available.

We analyse and accurately manage any other request to help make your event memorable and special.
We support you through the whole process of your private event, starting from our chefs and our kitchens - the bea-
ting heart of Foodit Catering - to the planning and coordination service, our dedi-cated, experienced team are on 
hand to tailor your event to your specific requirements.

We customise the style of the event with different cooking shows: from street food to an authentic BBQ, from traditional 
paella to a sushi bar and we also provide professional ham cutters.
We meet every need.



At Foodit Catering we guarantee a high 
quality, on site service wherever you wish.

Many of our chefs hold the internationally 
recognised STCW95 certificate, meaning 
we can even provide our services on all 
types of boat.

We offer many varieties of cuisine thanks 
to our chefs’ expertise: Italian, Spanish, 
French, Japa-nese, Fusion, Kosher, 
Vegetarian and Vegan, in order to satisfy 
every need while paying close at-tention 
to both taste and possible intolerances.

          Your Personal Chef



The Icing on the  Cake
The last bite is not the least important, it provides lasting memo-
ries and sticks in the guests’ minds. This is why at Foodit catering 
we pride ourselves on our desserts.

Our patissiers and expert cake designers are ready to give you 
unforgettable moments of pleasure:  from the preparation of fine 
desserts to a large variety of delicious mignons and spectacu-
larly dec-orated multiple tiered cakes in order to customise every 
event and make it unique.



→ EQUIPMEnT HIrE Charming tables
We at Foodit Cartering provide our customers with all the equipment to make their 
event special.

We set up and decorate your table and buffet with style, offering the chance to hire 
beautiful glass-es, unique stylish plates, gorgeous cutlery and very pretty miniatures for 
your canapés.
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